TALENT
ASSESSMENT
A D VA N TA G E
Your Guide for Leveraging Assessment
to Predict Fit and Develop Performance

Overview
Understanding the critical role of talent, an increasing number of companies are using
psychometric assessment to support key aspects of their talent lifecycle – from increasing
their ability to hire and onboard the right talent, to enhancing their ability to identify
high-potentials and develop leaders across the company. Effective use of validated
assessment provides companies with a competitive talent advantage.
When implementing assessment, it is important to build upon on key universal practices
while simultaneously tailoring the approach to the objectives and realities unique to your
company. An experienced partner can help you with assessment strategy, selection and
implementation.
“Assessment can be a powerful tool for identifying and developing
talent, but assessment can also be mis-used and even risky to the
organization. It is critical that companies work with an experienced
partner to establish assessment tools and protocols.”
Joe Frodsham, CMP President

We have prepared the Talent Assessment Advantage eBook as a resource for you to
understand assessment at a deeper level and gain insights into how assessments can play
a crucial role in predicting fit and higher talent selection. Included are the following
topics:

Why Assessments? ...........................................................02
Purpose and Applications of Assessments............04
Choosing an Assessment Partner..............................07
Competency Modeling .................................................13
In Closing..............................................................................14
All of us at CMP hope that Talent Assessment Advantage will provide you with a
pragmatic guide as you implement or improve your companies’ talent tools and
protocols.
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Why Assessments?
Let us get directly to addressing this notion of why assessments work and why companies invest
in assessment programs to select, develop and engage their employees. The term “assessment”
in many of us conjures up memories of prior anxiety-producing experiences such as taking standardized testing in grade or middle school of other experiences where a questionnaire was sent
for you to complete as a part of a very important job opportunity. And while the assessment
experience isn’t always that pleasurable for the student or candidate, there is a purpose to the
assessment process. The goal behind using assessments for a school district is the same as that
of companies using assessments in the pre-employment process – prediction.

A Prediction Story
If we could accurately and consistently tell the
future, we would not need assessments. Companies like CMP would not exist because companies would, for example:
1) Have the ability to predict with 100% consistent assurance whether a newly hired executive
would lead the employees, stakeholders and
shareholders to great success and fortune.
There would be no doubt and no mistakes made
in hiring decisions at any level in the organization. Recruiters would be heroes focused solely
on new vs. replacement hires. Every candidate
brought to the hiring manager is the right fit.
2) Develop all managers so that the succession
pipeline would be constantly full and alive with
the right talent in the right seats always at the
right time. L & D budgets would be minimal,
with most expenses going to only to cover general and administrative costs.
3) Have no need for outplacement because of
0% turnover. No one leaves. All position openings are based on growth so outplacement is
replaced by constantly perfect recruiting and
hiring.

Validated Assessment has
Measurable ROI
1
Consistent Accurate
Prediction

2
Reduces The Risk
of a Bad Hire

3
Supports Diversity –
Eliminates Implicit Bias

4
Supports Quick
Onboarding and Focused
Development

5
6

Lowers Turnover and
Increases Performance

Presents a Professional
Employer Brand

7
8

Increases the Objectivity
and Standardization
of Selection Systems

Bolsters the Legal
Defensibility of Hiring
Practices
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The Working Nature of Assessments
Making the right hiring decision on a consistent basis is not easy but can be greatly improved by
implementing pre-employment assessments. An Aberdeen Group study sites that businesses
that use pre-employment assessments experience 39% lower turnover among high-potential
employees. Moreover, organizations that use pre-hire assessments are 24% more likely to have
employees who exceed performance goals. Many studies exist that confirm these trends.

The bottom line on validated and proven assessments…they work as advertised:

WHY USE A LEADERSHIP ASSESSMENT?
4 WAY S A L E A D E R S H I P A S S E S S M E N T C A N A F F E C T Y O U R B O T T O M L I N E

DE CRE ASE F IN A N C IA L & S O F T C O S T S

Business execution
and growth improves

Turnover costs
are reduced

Employee
morale improves

E VE RYONE L OS E S WH E N A N E W L E A D E R FA IL S

Unmet goals &
lost opportunity

Replacement costs &
high recruitment fees

Employee
confidence is lost

F I ND T HE RI GH T P E O P L E F O R T H E R IG H T J O B

Benchmark current
team with strengths
& gaps for each

Better candidate insi-ghts & identification
of potential

Gather data-based
strategic insights

DE VE L OP Y O U R IN T E R N A L L E A D E R S

Targeted development
for each leader

Early identification
and development of
hi-po talent
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Purpose and Applications of Assessments
Assessments play not only an important role in
sound talent management practices but a versatile
one at that. This section will cover the many different purposes and applications that assessments
fulfill as a part of your human capital strategy: Prediction, Description, “Connect the Dots”, Protection,
Standardization, Objectivity, and Utility.

Calculate the cost of
turnover for your
company on page 10.

Prediction
As was illustrated in the Prediction Story, assessments play an important role in helping company more accurately and consistently identify and develop talent. A key concept here is: Correlation vs. Causation. From a science perspective, the ability of an assessment to predict performance (as defined by each client engagement) comes from the strength and direction of the
correlation between the assessment (independent variable) and the performance measure
(dependent variable). Where there is a strong and positive correlation (with a high degree of
confidence that very little chance or error exists), there is stronger scientific validation and
therefore stronger predictive power. A high degree of statistical complexity goes into creating
and validating an assessment, which is again where the selection of a trusted assessment partner comes into play.

“For assessments to be predictive, they need to have gone through a
set of validation processes that show a compelling correlation
within certain parameters and constraints. This science of assessment is critical to the success of your assessment implementation.”

Scott McTague, Senior Vice President of Talent Fit Solutions.

Description
Assessments enable talent evaluators (i.e., recruiters, hiring managers, learning & development
leaders, organizational development professionals, promotion boards) to gain valuable behavioral insights, tendencies and preferences into individuals. This “behavioral description” helps
more accurately and powerfully guide talent identification and development. Most powerful is
the connection between assessments (i.e., reasoning, personality, leadership), organizational
competencies, and behaviors.
www.careermp.com
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When assessments capture the behavioral descriptions through the lens of organizational
competencies, the behaviors have greater relevancy to the individual’s impact on the business.
See Competency Modeling on Page 13 for more information on the foundational role of competencies.

“Connect the Dots”
Assessments can help organizations link their talent management systems (integration) and
focus talent measurement on areas that matter to the business (alignment). This combination
of integration across talent management and alignment of talent management with the business increases the likelihood that assessments will produce important outcomes such as lower
turnover and increased performance (see Aberdeen Study data on Page 3. Connecting the dots
in talent management - integration and alignment – is made possible by validated and well-implemented talent assessments that link to core competencies

Protection
An assessment program that is implemented correctly, consistently and in partnership with a
trusted assessment partner helps protect an organization from potential legal exposure and
issues. When validated and documented according to The Uniform Guidelines for Pre-Employment Selection Procedures (1979, Department of Labor), assessments provide additional legal
defensibility against any claims that may be issues by, for example the EEOC, for wrongful
hiring practices. Again, consulting with a trusted assessment partner on best practices in
assessment is our best recommendation.

Standardization
Assessments help increase the structure and consistency of an organization’s talent selection
and development processes. The fact that assessments are administered in the same manner
to every candidate who makes it to that particular step in the selection process creates standardization and ensures all candidates have an equal experience. Increased standardization
yields greater structure and consistency.
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OBJECTIVITY
Due to the science of assessments (see Prediction on Page 4 , organizations are introducing a
higher degree of objectivity into their talent selection and development processes, therefore
reducing potential subjectivity and bias on the part of the talent evaluator. Assessment science
produces a stronger measure of reliability into the prediction picture than, for example, a
behaviorally-based interview where the potential of candidate subjectivity and bias is higher.
Interviews are of course important to talent selection, but an assessment program can work in
tandem with a behavioral interview by supplying confirmatory data and guiding the interviewer to inquire about key competencies, keeping the interview more objectively focused on the
fit of the candidate with the needs of the business.

Utility
Talent assessments are a versatile resource for executing effective talent management. Assessments are commonly used for: Talent Selection, Talent Development, Talent Audit/Reviews,
and Succession Planning.

Talent Selection. As has been shared in this document, assessments are a very effective part

of a selection system that is maximally poised to get the candidate – job/culture equation consistently right. Also shared are the many considerations to be made by companies wanting to
evaluate the efficacy of their current selection system against the lens of best practices and/or
who are considering implementing a new or updated assessment strategy. We strongly recommend you consult a trusted assessment partner as a next step.

Talent Development. Assessments support the on-boarding experience for new hires by

providing a great communication tool to link behavior with expected performance. Tools such
as the OUTMATCH (see sample reports on Page 11 assessment illustrate how a candidate fits
the competency model and which behaviors serve as strengths and opportunities. When used
for talent development of new hires during on-boarding and for development of existing employees, assessments should be aligned with the learning and development and broader HR
strategy of the organization. Assessment partners work closely with internal OD, Learning and
Training leaders to ensure clear alignment.

Talent Audit/Reviews. As is often the case during acquisitions and mergers, and to phrase it

in a direct way, a very big talent question gets asked: “What kind of talent do I have?” (Actually,
smart leaders are asking this question all of the time.) Assessments play an important role in
helping answer that question and as a result help organizations make the most and best use of
their talent - putting the right talent in the right seats at the right time.

Succession Planning. A related big talent question for organizations focused on consistently

high-performing leadership is: “Who is the next great leader to fill the shoes of the founder?”
(or some form of that question). Assessments are again positioned here as a measurement tool,
providing valid and informative data on leadership competency strengths and gaps.
www.careermp.com
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for example. Coaching assessments can play a big role in the succession planning process as
decisions are made on which leaders warrant further development investment. An assessment-based coaching experience often propels future leaders.
Now that we have hopefully convinced you of the value and importance of assessments for
selection, development and other applications, let’s explore how you can make a more
informed decision when choosing and assessment partner.

“Whether you are implementing assessment for the first time, refreshing your assessment practices, or broadening your assessments to a
larger audience, it is critical you work with a firm with experience
who both knows the science of predictive assessment, and the art of
effective implementation.”
Maryanne Piña-Frodsham, CMP President

Choosing an Assessment Partner/Provider
Research confirms that an assessment-based selection system improves hiring accuracy, objectivity, consistency and standardization. But how do you determine the best program for your
organization? Below are a few considerations when evaluating a pre-employment assessment
program:

Sound science. Pre-employment assessments must be properly designed and implemented
following strict guidelines and requirements. Consulting an unbiased expert is a must.

Output. Assessment results (often called a “profile”) should enable the hiring decision-maker
to clearly delineate between candidates who fit the job and culture and those who do not. The
most effective output is competency-based and informs the overall interview process.

Recruiter/hiring manager training. Anyone who reviews assessment results for making a
hiring determination must be properly trained to ensure results are interpreted properly and
consistently.

User-friendliness. It is always important keep the candidate experience in mind. Difficult to
navigate assessments can discourage good candidates from continuing through the process.

Technology/integration. Most pre-employment assessments are administered in an online
format and can be integrated with tools such as applicant tracking systems.
www.careermp.com
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Sound Science.
Pre-employment assessments must be properly designed and implemented following strict
guidelines and requirements. Consulting with an unbiased expert is a must…in order to understand the criteria that makes up sound science, which include: job relatedness, criterion validation, documentation, training & implementation, and measurement.

Job Relatedness.
This criteria is about making, for example, a connection between an assessment and a job for
which a candidate is applying. Establishing this assessment – job connection is best accomplished through a job analysis, which includes a number of steps: Reviewing company and job
literature, interviewing subject matter experts, shadowing and documenting the performance
of top performers, and conducting a confirmatory job analysis survey. The results of the job
analysis process will demonstrate how an assessment is aligned with the knowledge, skills,
abilities, and other attributes of the job and support proper documentation (see Documentation below).

Criterion Validation.
A scientific study that statistically links an assessment to job performance to drive custom content, scoring and reporting, criterion validation is a technical process performed by trained
professionals. The goal of a criterion validation process is to increase the rate of prediction for
a particular company or for wider industry use through customization. Depending upon the
assessment provider, these studies may have already been conducted for a job(s) that are similar to the job(s) in which you are considering assessing (job relatedness), which will save you
time and money by avoiding an additional criterion validation study. However, there are
certain situations that warrant a criterion approach.

Documentation.
Technical documentation following The Uniform Guidelines for Pre-Employment Selection Procedures (Department of Labor, 1979) provides the evidence of legal defensibility and enables
on-going updates and enhancements to the assessment process. Good data that are well-organized and documented supports continuous improvements. Refer to Protection on Page 5
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Training and Implementation.
Properly training recruiters and hiring managers to use assessments consistently in a selection
process ensures that the science behind the assessment will lead to positive outcomes. Training on a new selection process should also include a refresher on behaviorally-based interviewing and other modules such as interview legalities to reinforce hiring best practices. Communication is another key to successful implementation. Considering surveying the early
system adopters to allow the users a voice to any possible improvements to the user experience. Early adopters become long-term advocates who can drive broader buy-in and adoption.

Measurement.
Establishing target metrics going into any assessment implementation is critical. Whether
simply collecting anecdotal feedback from early adopters or collecting performance data for
use in a criterion validation study, having a plan for measurement will help you establish return
on investment. For example, we were able to demonstrate at one of my former employers that
stronger sales outcomes could be predicted by assessment results with a high degree of statistical confidence. Whatever your focus, it is critical to have a plan for demonstrating return on
investment.
Turnover reduction is another common metric. Knowing how much turnover costs can help
you build your business case. How much will it cost your organization to replace an employee?
The following table will enable can be used to calculate the cost of employee turnover.
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COST AREA

$ AMOUNT

Separation process
Recruiting and advertising
Selection System
Development and training processes
Trainer and trainee wages
Technology, miscellaneous
administrative work and paperwork
Overtime for coworker covering shifts
Lost productivity of turned
employee coworkers. and supervisor
Disruption of team and coworkers
Waste and mistakes during training
Lost customer goodwill (if applicable)

TOTAL COST PER LOST EMPLOYEE
Sum of all completed categories

LOCATION TURNOVER COST

Cost per lost employee multiplied by
number of employees lost per location

COMPANY COST IN TURNOVER
Location turnover cost multiplied by
number of locations

Output
Assessment results (often called a “profile”) should enable the hiring decision-maker to clearly
delineate between candidates who fit the job and culture and those who do not. The most
effective output is competency-based and informs the overall interview process. Most online
assessment platforms enable recruiters and hiring manager to access a variety of reports such
as a candidate overview, competency insights, a competency-based interview guide and a
behavioral development report. Please see the following examples of these assessment
reports with the OUTMATCH assessment:
www.careermp.com
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Behavioral Development Sample Report
Emily Executive

Corporate VP/Director

“ Outmatch> CMP ”
d6aa12e4-8103-4ee1-92bc-6e8e31c82510zzmask@outmatch.com

Good

Strongest

3.6

5.0

3.8 GOOD MATCH

Completion date: 1/17/2025

3.8 SCORE

CANDIDATE
SCORE
OVERVIEW

GOOD MATCH
COMPETENCY
MATCH

Relevance
85.71%

The overall match score highlights the fit
between the individual and the job.
On the left, view the components of the
assessments and their specific scores.
Scores can range from 0.5 (lowest score) to 5
(highest score).

LOGICAL
REASONING

Relevance
14.29%

Expand All +
Match Area =

LOGICAL REASONING
Logical Reasoning Ability
Low

High

COMPETENCY MATCH
CULTIVATING LEADERS
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

COMPETENCY
SCORES &
INSIGHTS

MAKING SOUND DECISIONS
EXECUTION FOCUSED

Tell me what things you have done in the past to ensure people who worked for you were given the
resources and opportunities to grow. How did you decide which employee received which growth or
development opportunities?

COMPETENCY QUESTIONS

COMPETENCY INTERVIEW GUIDE

CULTIVATING LEADERS

Tell me about a time when you acted as a mentor or coach to someone. How did you influence that person, and what
improvements did you see in that person’s knowledge or skills? What, if anything, did you gain from the relationship?
Tell me what things you have done in the past to ensure people who worked for you were given the resources and
opportunities to grow. How did you decide which employees received which growth or development opportunities?

DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Leveraging Your Accommodation Skills

Improving Your Sociability Skills

(this may impact the following competency(ies): Cultivating
Leaders, Leading Leaders, Leveraging Relationships)

(this may impact the following competency(ies): Cultivating
Leaders, Strategic Communication)

You are naturally helpful, so look for ways to help others
daily. Helping someone complete a task or offering
advice goes a long way to buildin..

Push Yourself to move beyond your comfort zone socially.
Set a goal to initiate social interactions with coworkers or
subordinates, such as hav...
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Recruiter/Hiring Manager Training
Anyone who reviews assessment results for making a hiring determination must be properly
trained to ensure results are interpreted properly and consistently. Training should consist of
how to properly administer the assessments, interpret results for selection decision making,
guidelines on using the assessment for development, and overall handling of assessment
reporting and data. As mentioned, organizations often include interviewer skills training when
rolling out an assessment program to refresh best practices and demonstrate the linkage
between assessment data and interviewing.

User-friendliness
It is always important keep the candidate experience in mind. Difficult to navigate assessments
can discourage good candidates from continuing through the process. Demoing the candidate
assessment experience is a smart step when evaluating an assessment provider/partner. Likewise, testing the reporting system included in the assessment platform is important from an
internal HR perspective. Many platforms have easy to use dashboards to provide real-time data
analytics. Ease of use increases system satisfaction and adoption.

Technology/Integration
The use of technology for administering assessments has been the biggest change in the
assessment business in the last 15 years. Most pre-employment assessments are now administered in an online format and can be integrated with tools such as applicant tracking systems.
The introduction of technology has frankly created a more confusing marketplace for organizations seeking to implement assessments. What has happened?:
Technology companies have introduced assessments and assessment capabilities.
Assessment companies have introduced online technology and applicant tracking capabilities.
There have been many acquisitions and mergers in the assessment space largely to capitalize on platforms and technologies.
This combination has produced confusion and “noise” in the assessment business. Again, the
best recommendation is to use the criteria found in Choosing an Assessment Partner/Provider
starting on Page 7 to make the best assessment partner decision possible.
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Competency Modeling
Every sound structure begins with a strong, lasting and reliable foundation. A strong foundation is necessary to properly hold the required weight. A lasting foundation is one that may
shift over time. A reliable foundation stays strong when things change and shift.
In the case of talent management systems – Hiring & Promotion Systems, Training & Development Programs, and Performance Management Systems – alignment with a company’s mission, vision, values and culture improves potency (see Figure 1 below. The more aligned a
people process is with the business, the more the impact is direct and lasting. For example, if
you ran talent management for a call center with lower than average customer satisfaction
scores and higher than normal call center representative turnover, an evaluation of how call
center reps are hired, trained, developed and managed would likely shed light on opportunities to directly impact the business. The need is likely around service-oriented talent who
better meet the unique culture match of the organization through competency-based talent
management systems.
When using competencies as the framework, a company’s talent management systems are
more integrated. Competencies create a common performance language that can be used for
greater consistency in hiring, developing and managing talent. With a well-defined competency model – or set of competencies for a job, job family, role level in the organization, stakeholders now have the ability to define, describe and discuss performance the same way using a
common dialogue.

ALIGNED WITH TALENT MANAGEMENT

Figure 1 – Talent Management Alignment and Integration
INTEGRATED ACROSS TALENT MANAGEMENT

Hiring &
Promotion
Systems

Training &
Development
Programs

Performance
Management
Systems

Competencies
Organizational Culture
Company Mission, Vision and Values
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Assessments are often used in talent selection and development to evaluate the degree to
which a candidate possesses the ability to display the desired competencies. In the call center
example, a typical assessment would measure competencies such as Communication, Interpersonal Skills, and Resiliency using behavioral predictive fit models.
The science behind selection assessments is deep and complex. Industrial/Organizational Psychologists spend years training in the necessary statistics (i.e., criterion validation) and methodologies (i.e., job analysis). I am glad to report that most well-known test publishers and
assessment providers have invested in the right science. Assessments can vary in the candidate
experience and reporting but should always follow The Uniform Guidelines in how they are
constructed, validated and documented. A reputable provider would not hesitate to send their
technical documentation if requested. When evaluating an assessment provider, I prefer when
they send the technical documentation without asking. Strong and proper documentation is
what I have often called an “insurance policy” against any claims by candidates.
Another consideration when thinking about the value and utility of competency modeling is:
marketing. A competency model is a form of talent brand. It defines what a successful manager, leader, professional, executive, etc. is in the eyes of the employer and should be used as a
way to market the employment brand. Hiring, training, developing and retaining great talent
using competencies as the foundation will focus and elevate your organization’s brand.

In Closing
As a firm, CMP has decades of experience helping companies implement assessment solutions
for measurable results. This record of success comes from our deep consulting expertise and
from the years of experience of many of our staff (including the author Scott) leading these
initiatives inside a company.
A well-executed assessment and selection strategy that is aligned with a sound strategy and
supported by a trusted assessment partner just can’t be beat. With that talent formula, you will
win every time.

Written By:
Scott McTague, Sr. Vice President and Talent Fit
Solutions Practice Leader, CMP
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CMP is a talent and transition firm in the business of developing people and organizations across the full talent life cycle. From talent acquisition and leadership development
to assessment, coaching and outplacement support, we combine our decades of experience with a contemporary approach to building people and teams.
CMP is proud to be a woman and minority-owned business.

